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Lately, scholarship has made a large deal of infrastructure’s ‘infra’, excavating the 
‘hidden’ regularities and contradictions that pervade sociotechnical systems. Much 
of the recent boom in logistics scholarship follows suit, whether examining logistics’ 
occultation through “seamlessness” (Chu 2020), its defensive cloaking of its vulnerabilities 
(Orenstein 2019), its obscuration of the difficult lives of infrastructural laborers (Chua 
2018), or its quotidian effects on patterns of calculation and other cultural logics 
(Hockenberry, Starosielski and Ziegler 2021). However, logistics has also served as 
gloriously mass-mediated spectacle. Its storage sites are picturesquely out-of-the-way 
backdrops for silver-screen and cartoon fantasies of vigilante justice, private locales 
in which vengeance is enacted for public good.1 Supply chains underpin transnational 
montages of developmentalist propaganda, as in Chinese state-produced music videos 
celebrating Belt and Road’s happy camels and gemstone shipments. Despite the 
importance of camouflage to logistical technics, logistics also makes for gripping 
consumer entertainment – sometimes with uncamouflaged political implications.

One such logistical spectacle is a recent Punjabi musical media craze for trucking. Though 
the Punjabi truck song has a storied history, in the last decade a wave of pop hits and 
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transnationally produced musical films have valorized male Punjabi truckers’ North 
American emigration. These media bemoan long hours and celebrate male laboring 
perdurance, adorning shipping containers and new digital distribution formats with 
Bhangra dance. Here, I briefly trace continuities and changes in some popular logistical 
media – from 1960s Indian governmental eugenic propaganda films to contemporary 
Punjabi trucking music. From Malthusian past to labor-migrant present, these media 
reflect and contribute to regionalized political economies of supply, endeavoring to 
shape audiences’ moral perspectives with respect to the exigencies of logistics.

Today, employment in North America’s trucking industry is an aspiration for many 
Punjabi migrants, stemming from an admixture of causes beyond geographic wage 
differentials. These include limited education and English-language requirements, 
as well as comparatively easy entry due to worsening labor conditions behind the 
wheel. Such circumstances form part of concerted governmental and industry efforts 
to cheapen North American labor, thereby expanding logistical geographies of supply 
(Viscelli 2016; Chua 2019). These changing geographies are discussed in Punjabi musically 
mediatized (Agha 2011) and personal conversations about the financial and ethical 
merits of emigrant trucking life, including prior generations and future transnational 
relationships sustained through flows of remittances to South Asia.

One such mediatization, Truckanwale, tropes upon elements of previous decades of 
Punjabi trucker songs: couples’ repartee about a morally insufficient husband/driver, 
driving’s physical challenges and a romantic gaze at images of the driver’s beloved, 
who is compared to a heroine of Punjabi eighteenth-century sung epics. However, 
verse-by-verse, Truckanwale plots the geography of the logistics revolution and its 
supply chain of cheap transportation labor to the Global North: from Punjab, via Dubai, 
to the United States and Canada, where it is filmed in the Punjabi enclave of Surrey, 
British Colombia. It also plots the social politics of transnational flows of remittance: 
“dust rises from the angry looks of those-with-dirhams-in-the-bank” (Truckanwale 
2018, 1:58-2:03; translation by the author).

Still from Ranjit Bawa’s 
Truckanwale 2018, 
1:59–2:14. 
Source: https://
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=XEhHKIvgYzY
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Truckanwale’s rapid scene cuts and changing tempos are hallmarks of short films across 
the social media platforms advertised at the bottom of the video, but its slow-motion 
panning on romantic images has a longer filmic pedigree (though its predecessors 
were rarely shot atop tractor-trailers). Its wah-pedal guitar hits between choruses 
and keyboard minor-chord quarter notes are hallmarks of early Nineties LA hip-hop, 
a common touchstone for contemporary Punjabi pop. This is perhaps understandable 
given the large, often logistically laboring, west coast Punjabi population. Beneath 
their references to contemporary genres, media like Truckanwale and the emigrant 
logistical labor they extol emerge from a long logistical history on the Subcontinent. 
This history starts in colonial and postcolonial regionalized and racialized calculations 
of agricultural production, which administratively demarcated types of laboring persons 
across a landscape to be made agriculturally profitable through increased grain yields 
or decreased population (Bear 2007, 2015; Ali 2018; Bhattacharya 2019).

One media object that channels the state’s Malthusian eugenic calculations (Khorakiwala 
2017) is Power for Progress. Produced by the Films Division for broadcast over India’s 
state broadcast network Doordarshan, over the course of one minute it flows from 
colonial-era domestic starvation, impotent rural labor and failed agricultural logistical 
transport to postcolonial supply chains, industrialized infrastructure and international 
trade imbalance. These speedy transitions’ real-world histories haunt the present: the 
nationalist industrialization of agriculture, the Green Revolution, brought Monsanto 
pesticides into Punjab. It exacerbated economic inequality, engendering Punjabi militant 
separatism and, eventually, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi’s assassination (Singh 1997). 
Fears of such tensions between center and hungry periphery made outreach, like this 
cartoon, essential for negotiating political crises in independent-yet-fractured India.

Like Power for Progress, other governmental media linked paeans to production with 
laments about poor logistical circulation. In Shadow and Substance, produced for the 
Indian Films Division, the logistical progress of national development is diagrammed 
in higher agricultural yields and a “faster, faster” trucking industry, but stymied by a 
bumper crop of screaming “Babies! Babies! Babies!” The narrators – a bullock-cart 
driver and an alien speaking Russian-accented English – first bemoan India’s lethargic 
modernization, then celebrate its future after resolving ‘population issues’. They twice 
break the fourth wall to chide the audience for reproducing: fewer children mean more 
professionally developed children and more national resources, including logistical 
circulation. The on-screen scaling of production meets logistical bottlenecks, as 

Stills from Madhav 
Kunte’s Power for 
Progress 1969, 0:22–1:34.
Source: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=l_
bguc6Zjvo
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yesterday’s bullock-cart is swarmed by today’s gridlocked trucks and newly urban 
hordes. A montage of transport vehicles resolves these reproductive admonishments, 
starting with bullock-carts and ending with future spacecraft – futurity after Indians 
stop breeding excess hungry children.

Through public broadcast media like these, the developmental state put logistical 
calculations on full pedagogical display. Whether preindustrial, complicit in postcolonial 
transnational supply chains’ extractions of capital (Power for Progress), or mired in excess 
population’s choking of urban transport systems (Shadow and Substance), gridlock 
in the motion of supply entailed gridlock within calculable national development. 

By using logistics to measure national development, these cartoons attempt to instill 
in the citizen-audience the state’s calculations of supply, and of ‘excess’ population’s 
untenable demands. Train the citizen-audience in logistical calculations of national 
demand and modernizing rhythms of industrial supply, and the citizen-viewer might 
personally aid production by reducing personal reproduction.

Such calculations, like the industrialization they compelled in Punjabi agriculture, 
expanded Indian road transport and drove Punjabis into a postcolonial trucking boom. 
Though many scholars consider road transport a ‘traditional’ Punjabi occupation 
(Ghuman 2012), it became a dominant part of the Punjabi economy during the Green 
Revolution (ibid.; Bhalla et al. 1990). Under Cold War USAID and World Bank pressure, 
new agricultural technologies required larger fields and much capital investment 
(Patnaik 2007). Moving the resulting expanded yields to cities required high-volume road 
transport. Truck-borne, the Green Revolution’s economic extraction entailed particularly 
regionalized center–periphery and scalar political tensions (Singh 2008; Kennedy 2013; 
Balakrishnan 2019). Concurrently – and not coincidentally – this regionalization became 
culturally audible through mass media. As documented in ethnomusicological classic 
Cassette Culture (Manuel 1993), regionalized musical styles gained circulability through 

Stills from G.N. Gokhale’s 
enigmatically named 
Shadow and Substance 
1967, 5:15–6:00.
Source: https://
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=uEDWGNpaUho

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uEDWGNpaUho
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uEDWGNpaUho
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uEDWGNpaUho
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Stills from cross-
generational trucking 
epic Banjara 2018, 4:42-
6:40. Its star, Babbu Maan, 
is a much-loved Punjabi 
artist who has sung truck 
songs and whose family 
worked in transportation.
Source: Pasha 2018.
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imported consumer electronics (Sundaram 2009). This consumer-technology supply 
chain stemmed from India’s logistical woes and developmental inability to wrangle a 
capital-intensive industrial technology sector (Chibber 2006; Neveling 2014).

Unlike the national development narrative guiding Films Division cartoons, interpersonal 
logistics in popular contemporary Punjabi trucking media follows routes orthogonal to 
developmental India’s family planning austerities. Music videos valorize drivers’ North 
American salaries, remitted funds to large subcontinental families and support of brides 
in lavish suburban homes. Feature films present heroic drivers braving tornados in 
fantasy truck races, mirroring these music videos’ often no-less-fantastic narratives 
of migrant personal wealth. And unlike logistics in national development, these media 
focus on the interpersonal logistics of crossing chokepoints: focal points that constrain 
mobility, even as they route circulation for the extraction of value (Alimahomed Wilson 
2018; Carse et al. 2020; Dua 2020). Such chokepoints may be spatial (like borders), 
interpersonal barriers to economic mobility, or both. 

Many drivers in India’s logistics industry express their frustrations about these chokepoints 
through recorded media. They self-release hundreds of songs and poetic recitations 
about contemporary trucking’s difficulties, tying their struggles to those of farmers 
in India’s protests against agricultural logistics bills. The perils of undocumented 
emigration are also recorded in mass spectacle, punctuated with bhangra song-and-
dance routines on flatbed trucks in Canada, or songs of death in Mexico’s jungles 
before reaching the US border. Some critical songs and poems about undocumented 
crossing depict the logistics industry as abattoir, its shipping containers quiet sites of 
migrant death (cf. Chu 2016).

In a locked truck’s trailer, many emigrés died.  
When asked, fraudulent immigration fixers say: “They were dropped off in 
Germany.” 
Don’t swallow their lies, like me. 
Brothers of my colorful Punjab! Don’t emigrate illicitly. 
– Tuc Dauky na Laio 2020, 4:03–4:40.

Although today’s mass-media logistical fantasy of fulfillment through transnational 
wealth speaks to unfulfilled fantasies of Indian national development, this is often not 
the same fantasy of seamlessly untroubled mobility and smoothly circulating value in 
the logistics industry’s self-narratives (Chua et al. 2018). Rather, public discourse across 
a broad Punjabi media ecology indicates distinct and conflicting “political rationalities 
of flow” (Chua 2019) that hinge upon logistical exigencies. Such conflicting political 
rationalities emerge from historical geographic tensions within the distinctly biopolitical 
and eugenic political economy of developmental India, and today delineate spatially 
differentiated valuations of supply, whether of goods or of laboring persons. Rather 
than cloaking the rationalities of logistics, mass-mediatized objects performatively 
enact them in spectacle. As these highly visible and audible productions show, the 
spatialized logics of logistics, and the political tensions they engender, circulate widely 
in public cultural life.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YtV9JtWc0FE
https://www.cinestaan.com/movies/jindua-32594
https://www.cinestaan.com/movies/jindua-32594
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YPC9iEonxA8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHFrK8Iylh4
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Stills from Tuc Dauky 
na Laio 2020, 4:03–4:40. 
Lyrics: Jassa Mattewalia, 
singer: Jaswant Singh.
Source: https://
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=oHFrK8Iylh4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHFrK8Iylh4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHFrK8Iylh4
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Notes:

1 Orenstein 2019. See especially the luxurious pyrotechnics in the warehouses and 
docks of John Woo’s Hard Boiled.
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